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Abstract
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TheBooster Application Facility (&W) will employ heavy
ion beams of many different ion species and at beam ener-
gies ranging from 0.04 to 3.07 GeV/nucleon. Resonant ex-
traction is required in order to deliver a continuous stream
of particles. In this report we describe the beam require-
ments and the system design. The basic design is a third
integer resonant extraction process which employs a srngle
thin magnetic septum and a tick septum ejector magne~
The expected extraction efficiency is about 85 ~, based on
the thin septum thickness and the predicted step size of the
resonant beam at the septum. This is more than snflicient
for the low rntertsity low energy heavy ion beams needed
for the BAF. In this report we will present a &tailed discus-
sion of the design of the various elements and a discussion
of the detailed modeling of resonant extraction tlom the
AGS Booster. The extraction process was modeled usrng
a BNL version of MAD which allowed us to interactively
observe detailed particle tracking of the process. This was
a key tool to have m hand which permitted us to pose and
answer various questions in a very short period of time.

1 INTRODUCTION

The AGS Booster has operated since 1991 as an injector of
protons and heavy ions into the AGS. The operating param-
eters ares nmmarized in table 1. The design of the resonant
extraction system from the Booster for BAF requires some
rearrangement of existing apparatus m the Booster. In the
Booster D6 straight section (2.6 m in length), we will be
removing the Booster Beam dump and a wall current mon-
itor. These will be relocated in the Booster B6 straight sec-
tion. The D6 straight section will then contain a new thick
septum magrte~ a stripping foil and ilag (for beam PrMles)
mechanism. In addition we will modify the quarter cell
vacuum chambers. In the D3 suaight section we will re-
move the current beam dump kicker magnet (which will not
be relocated), move an ionization profile monitor instru-
ment to the upstream end of the section, and install anew
thin septum magnet. The D4 half cell will be modified for
a larger aperture quadruple vacuum chamber. In addition
four horizontal sextuples will have new power supplies so
that they may be used to create a sextupole resonance, as
well as track the normal chromaticity system. FinaUy, the
existing backleg windings in the Booster Dipole magnets
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Dl, D2, D7 andD8 will be comected to provide locall~it
bump control at D3 and D6. ‘Ihe D3 thin septum magnet
will be movable over a small range, to allow maximizing
the extraction efficiency for a given resonance step aim.

Table 1: AGS Booster Parameters

Parameter
Circumference
Ave. Radius
Magnetic Bend R
Lattice T@e
No. Superpwiods
No. of Cells
Betatron TimesX,Y
Vacuum chamber

Max. Rigidity
Injection Rigidity

Acceleration Rate

—
Value

201.78 (1/4 AGS) m —
32.114 m

13.75099 m
SeperatedFunction, FODO

6
24

4.82,4.83
70x 152 mm Dipoles

152 mm (CiTCU.&) Quads
17 Tm

2.2 Tm (200MeV protons)
0.9 Tm (1 MeV/rtuc Au(32+))
8.9 T/s UPto 7.5 Tin (7.5 Hz)

1 T/sup to 17 Tm (0.7 Hz) _

Themaximumkinetic energy of the extracted beams cor-
responds to the maximum Booster tigidity of 17 Tm for the
heavier ions, which are fully stripped at the stripping foil
located at the entrance of the D6 septum magnet andi 13
Tm for lighter ions. The maximum rigidity of the BAF
transport line is 13 Tm. Lower energies are possiile at
lower rntensity. Intensities as low as 106 ions per pulse will
be available to experimenters through collimation just after
the D6 septum magnet. Table 1 summariz es the operating
parameters for Booster BAF operation.

Table 2: SEB Operating Parameters for T~ical Ions

I Ion I Charge I K.E. Range I Est. InterLl
in Booster (GeV/nucl.) [109 Ions/pulse]

P I 1 I 0.73...3.07 I 100 +
28 Si 14
56 Fe 21
63 Cu 22

0.09...1.23 4
0.10...1.10 0.4
0.10...1.04 1

I 197 Au I 32 0.04...0.30 I 2-I

2 BOOSTER RESONANT EXTRACTION

The main challenge m our design is to have a flexible ex-
traction system, capable of extracting ions unitnmly for
a duration of several hundred to one thousand millisti-
onds, without significant impact on the existing subslys-



1.2 Dynam-c Orbit Correction

We have developed models of automatic orbit correction
systems with displays that help to evalua~ stability. Com-
ponents include neuron like objects that collect signals, ap-
ply filters, and pass the signals on to overall controllers and
then correctors. The components are coupled non linearly,
like actual neurons, which is easily shown to increase the
stability of these schemes. A Micado based controller is
particularly effective at localizing responses to orbit distor-
tions. Graphics aids help to demonstrate convergen~, ef-
fect of gain, and onset of instabilities. Various time &lays
can be introdud and their effects on responses observed.
In Figure Z we show the response of a 24 corrector system
to an artificial orbit spike m au AGS model, over six cycles
of rem titer, analyze, and set correctors. Here the gain of
.4 is a little too large, so there is a noticeable overshoot.
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Figure 2: AGS Orbit Fattening

Figure 3: RHIC Micado based Orbit correction

A similar configuration can be used to observe conver-
gence with the controller algtithm. In Figure 3, we show
the response of a Micado based correction scheme to an
exaggerated static error distribution used for spin preserva-
tion studies on RHIC. Both X and Y planes are shown for
three cycles of a Micado iteration with all the signal filters
turned off. The insertion region correctors are not rncluded.

1..3 Stability Studies \

The graphics offer a particularly dramatic way to evaluate
the stability of a particular lattice conlignmtion. A calcu-
lation of orbhs is easily iterated for a few values of some
parameter, such as the strength of a line quadruple, and
the lattice functions observed, The range of iterated values
typically covers plausible error margins. If the envelopes of
these iterated functions are narrow, the design is most likely
very stable. Similarly, the behavior of the lattice functions
can also be observed for varying momentum offsets and the
various other optical input parameters. Competing designs,
and set up parameters can be tasily compared. In Figure 4,
the stability of a suggmted transfer line &sign is probedby
varying all quads m the line by a few amperes. In Figure 5,
the stability of an early LHC insertion design with respect
to quad strengths at injection is displayed. Both designs
appear to be unusually stable with respect to drifts in quad
values. Both are similarly insensitive to a range of particle
momenta.
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Figure 4 AGS Booster to AGS transfer line

While lattice designs usually involve complicated mul-
tiparameter fitting via conventional matching calculations,
once m place their opemtion is greatly aided by graphics
displays that show relative sensitivities of orbit functions
and dispersion to various parameters. Knob twiddling is
seldom the best way to optimize among twenty or so vari-
ables involved in steaing beams.

A related issue in accelerator designs is the sensitivity
to various misalignment and mispowering errors. There is
often some doubt about bias introduced by the use of ran-
dom distributions, which tends to be explored by iterating
with numerous other distributions. Again, our orbit func-
tion graphics can be usedto showme spread of effects due
to a variety of random number seeds used to generate error
distributions.
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Figure 5: LHC Insertion Design

1.4 Particle Tracking

A graphics based procedure has been developed for track-
ing charged particles in the presence of magnetic fields
changing in time relative to the usual reference conditions,
as in acceleration and ejeetion scenarios. For tracking mod-
els to be realistic, aeeurate aperture data and time profiles
of the ehartgrng fields must be rncluded in the description
of individual lattice elements. Groups of particles ~ be
selectively captured m septum elemenw and then further
tracked down branch lines radiating from the septum, Vari-
ous initial traekpattems can be generated by selecting from
a stored library of commands, and single or multiple track
groups Canbe followed. This tool is particularly helpful for
operating auxdiary beam lines.

A rather simple example is shown m l%gure 6 m which
an AGS Booster beam is coasting inwards as the main field
increases ,-* ,*M!,,*.
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Figure 6: AGS Booster, Tracking with Tnne Varying I%elds

2 THE ON-LINE MODEL SERVER

The model server is deseribed in detail in [Satogata [1.]].
It is built usrng the cdev generic server and is designed to
allow integration of diverse computational model engines.
Integration of BNL MAD is more involved (as would be
any monolithic application that interfaces solely with iile
I/0), since it is built with no support for general Unix in-
terpmcess communication.

2.1 Server Interface

To eonneet BNL MAD to the model server a set of “wmp-
pet? functions are built which are encapsulated into the
model server. The wrapper functions for BNL MAD con-
nect to the executable using named pipes and em be put
into a ieparate semer, to allow the model server to commu-
nicate over a network. The main part of this work builds
a middle-ware which allows tbe model semer to communi-
cate to any model engrne, locally or over a network. The
reason for raking this approach is that other model engines
are m use at BNL (transp@ turtle, marylie, etc.), and we
will want to be able to Me&we these model engines to the
system. Much of this woik is stiU under &velopment. To
iirst order the server is only interested in obtaining numer-
ical results for other controls applications to make use of
(using BNL MAD as just a sophisticated eakulator). But
we also intend to have clients that make use of the BNL
MAD graphics utilities and the full power of BNL MAD,
and so tie interfaee is designed to be encapsdated directly
into client applications also.

2.2 Supported Platforms

Presently BNL MAD with all its functionality is only sup-
ported on Silicon Graphics workstations. This is beeanse
the graphics utilities make use of the pre-OpenGL tools Ir-
ixGL. The computational engine of BNL MAD has been
ported over to the Sun OS platforms, and the graphics is
currently being ported over to OpenGL.

3 CONCLUSIONS

BNL MAD is a versatile and powerful set of tools which is
well established in the BNL community and beyond. Three
tools are capable of solving complicated design problems
as well as being used to k’st against experimental results.
With the added capabilities of its graphics interfiwes, prob-
lems em be studied and solved very quickly. The design
process is greatly enhanced as a result. It is natural to want
to incorporate these sophisticated applications into the ac-
tual accelerator controls, or at least put it into the hands
of the accelerator operators to be used as a tuning guide.
We believe this is feasiile and have Mum the first steps in
implementing it.
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